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Abstract
The thermodynamic limit of a classical mean eld system perturbed by a small Sherrington{
Kirkpatrick term is derived. It is proved to exhibit behaviors that may strongly dier from the
usual ones. Examples are given showing that every situation is likely to occur. The main tools
that are used are large deviation techniques and conditioning. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem that we are interested in this work is to understand the asymptotic
behavior, that is the thermodynamic limit, of a classical mean eld model perturbed
by a small term of Sherrington{Kirkpatrick type.
More precisely, let us consider N independent and identically distributed random
variables i 2 [−1; 1] with common distribution . Denote by  = (1; : : : ; N )2
[−1; 1]N the conguration of the system, by P the product measure ⊗N and by
E the expectation w.r.t. P. Let us consider a smooth function f:[−1; 1] ! R.
By classical mean eld system, we mean a spin system ruled by the following
Hamiltonian:
HfN () = Nf

  1
N

where we have set  1=PNi=1 i the scalar product in RN of  and 1=(1; : : : ; 1)2RN .
The random perturbation that we consider is given by a sequence (Ji; j)16i<j of inde-
pendent and identically distributed random variables with common standard Gaussian
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distribution N(0; 1) through the Hamiltonian:
H SKN () = N
−1=2 X
16i<j6N
Ji; jij:
We recognize here the usual Sherrington{Kirkpatrick Hamiltonian introduced in Sher-
rington and Kirkpatrick (1975). Let us now consider for 2 (1=2; 1) the following
Hamiltonian:
Hf;N () = H
f
N () + N
−=2H SKN ():
We are more specically interested in the partition function ZN () at the inverse tem-
perature > 0 given by
ZN; = E expH
f;
N ()
and in the Gibbs measure GN; given by
GN;(d1; : : : ; dN ) =
expHf;N ()
ZN;
P(d1; : : : ; dN ):
The behavior of ZN; is well known when  =1, that is without the SK term. We
aim at comparing our situation with this classical situation.
In the second part, we shall briey summarize the results concerning the classical
situation and state our results. In the third part, we shall exhibit a short list of examples
showing that all the situations that we consider are likely to happen. In the fourth part,
we shall prove the claimed results except what concerns the convergence of the Gibbs
measure. The fth part of this work is devoted to this topic.
2. Statement of the results
2.1. Some notations
In this work we are mainly interested in probability measures on the compact metric
space [ − 1; 1]N. It is well known that P([ − 1; 1]N) is also a compact space when
endowed with the weak convergence topology. We shall denote by ) the weak con-
vergence of probability measures. Let (i)i>1 be the coordinates on [ − 1; 1]N, and
k the projection onto [ − 1; 1]k dened by k() = (1; : : : ; k). For each k>1, let
(n; k)n>1 2C([ − 1; 1]k ;R) be a dense sequence in C([ − 1; 1]k ;R). The topology on
P([− 1; 1]N) may be dened by the metric:
8; 2P([− 1; 1]N); d(; ) =
X
n; k>1
jh; n; k  ki − h; n; k  kij ^ 1
2n+k
: (1)
When considering any probability measure  on [ − 1; 1]k , we shall extend it to
[ − 1; 1]N by considering the other coordinates as independent random variables with
common distribution .
The disorder variables, that is the Ji; j’s, are dened on a probability space (
;F;P).
Under P, they are iid random variables with common distribution N(0; 1). We shall
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denote by K! a random constant dened on this probability space, and by E the
expectation w.r.t. P.
2.2. General results about classical mean eld models
The main tool that we use is the theory of large deviation as developed in Dembo
and Zeitouni (1993), Deuschel and Stroock (1989) or Ellis (1985). Let us recall some
usual notations:
() = ln
Z
exp(t)(dt) and I(m) = sup
2R
fm− ()g: (2)
The function I is called the Cramer transform of . It is known to be lower semi-
continuous with compact level sets, that is for every L> 0, the set fm:I(m)6Lg is
a compact subset of R. From Varadhan’s theorem (see Deuschel and Stroock, 1989,
Theorem 2:1:10), one deduces:
lim
N!1
1
N
ln ZfN; = sup
m2 [−1;1]
ff(m)− I(m)g=::
Let us denote by K() the set on which the function f − I achieves its supremum,
that is
K() = fm2 [− 1; 1]: f(m)− I(m) = g:
It is easy to show that K() is a non-empty set. Furthermore, if m2K() then the
function I is of class C1 in a neighborhood of m and (see Ellis, 1985)
0[f0(m)] = m: (3)
Hence, I(m) = f0(m)m − [f0(m)]. We assume that all points in K() are non-
degenerate, that is
8m2K(); f00(m)− I 00(m)< 0:
This implies that K() is a nite set. Denote by ~m the tilted measure at m, that is
the probability measure with density w.r.t. :
d ~m
d
()_ exp(f0(m)):
Eq. (3) can then also be written asZ
[−1;1]
 ~m(d) = m:
Let us at last denote by ~m the variance of ~m. It is easy to see that ~m=(I
00(m))−1 =
00[f0(m)] hence the non-degeneracy assumption yields f00(m)~m < 1. We set:
cm = (1− f00(m)~m)−1=2
,24 X
m0 2K()
(1− f00(m0)~m0)−1=2
3
5:
This will appear as the relative weight of m in ZN . With those notations, the result is
the following:
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Theorem 2.1 (Ellis and Newman, 1978b).
lim
N!1
e−NZfN; =
X
m2K()
(1− f00(mk)~m)−1=2;
GfN; )
X
m2K()
cm ~
⊗1
m and G
f
N; 

  1
N
−1
)
X
m2K()
cmm:
2.3. Results about the randomly perturbed model
The behavior of the perturbed model may be rather dierent from what has been
described in the previous section.
Let us introduce a notation. Let ’ be a real-valued function dened on a set A.
We denote by argmaxf’(x): x2Ag the subset of A on which function ’ achieves its
supremum. The set argminf’(x): x2Ag is dened accordingly.
Consider now the following sets:
~K() = argmaxf~m(2m2 + ~m): m2K()g;
K+() = argmaxfm2: m2 ~K()g; K−() = argminfm2: m2 ~K()g:
Clearly K+() and K−() contain at most 2 points. Two situations may then occur:
1. K+() =K−() = ~K() = fmg or f−m;mg, and then ~K() =K();
2. K+()=fm+g or f−m+; m+g andK−()=fm−g or f−m−; m−g with jm+j> jm−j.
We set SN = 2
P
16i<j6N Ji; j and denote by oP(1) a sequence (Xn)n>1 going to 0 in
probability, that is
8> 0; lim
n!1 PfjXnj>g= 0:
Using those notations, we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2. The following asymptotic expansion holds in probability:
e−NZf;N;  = (1 + oP(1))

X
m2K+()[K−()
exp
h
2
4 ~m(2m
2 + ~m)N
1− + m
2SN
2N (+1)=2
i
p
1− f00(m)~m
:
From this expression of the partition function, one can guess the asymptotic behavior
of the Gibbs measure, as in Ellis and Newman (1980).
Proposition 2.3. For any m2K() and any > 0 such that [m− ; m+ ] does not
contain any point of K() but m; for any k>1 and any continuous  on [ − 1; 1]k
we have in L2:
lim
N!1
GN

(1; : : : ; k)
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

= h ~⊗km ; i:
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Let us consider again both situations that have been introduced previously:
1. If K+() =K−(), set for m2K+()
dm =
(1− f00(m)~m)−1=2
[
P
q2K+() (1− f00(q)~q)−1=2]
:
2. If K+() 6=K−(), set for m2K+()
d+m =
(1− f00(m)~m)−1=2
[
P
q2K+() (1− f00(q)~q)−1=2]
and for m2K−() dene d−m accordingly.
The result is the following:
Theorem 2.4.
1. If K+() =K−() = ~K(); then in probability
Gf;N; )
X
m2K+()
dm ~
⊗1
m :
2. If K+() 6=K−(); then in distribution
1
N
NX
n=1
Gf; n; 
) P
m2K+() d
+
m ~
⊗1
m
+ (1− )P
m2K−() d
−
m ~
⊗1
m
where  is a [0; 1]-valued random variable with the same distribution as
R 1
0 1Bt 2>0 dt;
with (Bt)06t61 a standard Brownian motion.
Let us comment on this theorem. The second situation is clearly dierent from the
\deterministic" one. In the rst one, the result may dier from the deterministic one
according to whether K()= ~K() or not. We shall see in the forthcoming examples
that both cases are likely to occur.
To emphasize on the signicance of this theorem, we should notice that for m2K()
one has:
~m[2m
2 + ~m] = h ~m; 2i2 − h ~m; i4 = h ~m ⊗ ~m; 22i − h ~m ⊗ ~m; i2:
Hence maximizing ~m[2m
2 + ~m] means in reality maximizing the variance of some
order parameter.
3. Some examples
3.1. The generalized Curie{Weiss model
We refer to the paper by Eisele{Ellis (1988) for a proof of the results that we
mention, and we add the Sherrington{Kirkpatrick term. The generalized Curie{Weiss
model is a classical mean eld model, in which all the functions and distributions
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Fig. 1. Selection of a critical point.
that are considered are even or symmetric. The function f is strictly increasing on
[0; L[ with L> 0 being nite or innite. According to Theorem 1:2 in Eisele and Ellis
(1988), and depending on , the supremum f(x) − I(x) is reached either at 0 or
at m() with m()> 0. In either situation, and as I is an even function, one has
K() =K+() =K−(). Using Theorem 2.4, we see that the perturbed situation is
very similar to the classical situation.
3.2. Selection by the random model among the critical points
On the upper part of Fig. 1, we have chosen an example of function I −f leading
to K+()=K−()= f0g. We consider the Ising model, that is = (1 + −1)=2. On
the lower part of gure is plotted the shape of ~m(~m+2m
2)=1−m4 for this model and
we have K()=f−1=2; 0; 1=2g. In this precise situation, one has GfN;  ( 1=N )−1 )
c0+(1−c)(1=2+−1=2)=2 for a c> 0 where as Gf;N; ( 1=N )−1 ) 0. The function
f may be recovered from I − f by subtracting I .
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Fig. 2. Situation leading to the existence of metastates.
3.3. Existence of metastates
As in the previous example, we rst construct the function I − f. On the lower
part of Fig. 2 is now plotted the shape of ~m(~m + 2m
2) for a non-GHS a priori
measure = a0 + (1− a)(1 + −1)=2, with a=0:9 (see Ellis et al. (1976), Ellis and
Newman (1978a, b) for a denition and examples). On the upper part, one can see an
example of function I −f leading to K+()=f−m+; m+g and K()=f−m−; m−g,
with 0<m−<m+. On the other hand, one has K()= f−m+;−m−; m−; m+g. In the
classical situation and by symmetry of the problem there exists a real number c> 0
such that
Gfn; ) c( ~⊗1−m+ + ~⊗1m+ )=2 + (1− c)( ~⊗1−m− + ~⊗1m− )=2
whereas for the perturbed model
1
N
NX
n=1
Gfn; 
) ( ~⊗1−m++ ~⊗1m+ )=2 + (1− )( ~⊗1−m−+ ~⊗1m− )=2
with  as in Theorem 2.4.
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4. Proofs
Our main result is Theorem 2.2. Its proof relies on precise asymptotic expansions
of the Hamiltonian in a neighborhood of each critical point. For the sake of clarity,
we shall set g(x) = f(x).
4.1. Idea of the proof
Let us choose so small a > 0 that the intervals [m− ; m+ ], for m2K(), are
disjoint sets. We set Hf;N; = H
f;
N . Let us now dene
ZN =
X
m2K()
E
h
exp(Hf;N; ())1j1=N−mj6
i
: (4)
We shall see that very little information on the size of ZN is lost when ZN is considered
instead of ZN . This is the meaning of the following lemma which will be proved in
Section 4.5:
Lemma 4.1. For any  satisfying the previous assumption; the truncated partition
function ZN and the partition function ZN are equivalent in probability; that is
8> 0; lim
N!1
P

ZN − ZN
ZN
> 

= 0:
We now aim at studying each term appearing in sum (4) dening ZN . So let us
choose m 2K() and consider the interval V = [m − ; m + ]. We dene ZVN by
ZVN = E
n
exp[Hf;N; ()]11=N 2 V
o
:
The point of the proof is to reduce the complexity of the Sherrington{Kirkpatrick
Hamiltonian by conditioning. In order to do so we set
SNi =
i−1X
j=1
Jj; i +
NX
j=i+1
Ji; j and recall that SN =
NX
i=1
SNi = 2
X
16i<j6N
Ji; j :
Denote by SN vector (SN1 ; : : : ; S
N
N )2RN . We now introduce two vectors m=(m1; : : : ; mN)
and =(1; : : : ; N ) the meaning of which will be clear a bit later on. We set i=i−mi.
Vectors m and  may be random but if so they are a measurable function of SN . For
the sake of clarity, we shall drop the superscript N as often as possible. Dene
IN =
2N 1−
4
"
1
N
  1−

m  1
N
2#2
− m(m  S)
N (+1)=2
− m
2S
2N (+1)2
+N (g(m)−mg0(m)): (5)
Denote by oa:s:(1) a sequence of random variables going almost surely to 0. We have
E[ZVN jS] = (1 + oa:s:(1))eINE
"
exp
(
NX
i=1

g0(m) +
mSi
N (+1)=2
+
(m  S)
N (+3)=2

i
+N

g

  1
N
+m

− g(m)− g0(m)  1
N

+RN
)
11=N 2 V
#
(6)
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where RN is a small remainder that will be proved to have no eect. Eq. (6) suggests
that we should dene ‘eective’ magnetic elds hi by
hi = g0(m) +
mSi
N (+1)=2
+
(m  S)
N (+3)=2
i = 1; : : : ; N: (7)
Using these magnetic elds, one can dene a new probability Ph through its density
w.r.t. P:
dPh
dP
_ exp
NX
i=1
hii:
We now can rewrite Eq. (6) as follows:
E[ZVN jS] = (1 + oa:s:(1))exp
(
IN +
NX
i=1
(hi)
)
Eh exp

N

g

  1
N
+ m

−g( m)− g0( m)  1
N

+RN

1j1==N−mj6:
The point is now to prove that one may use the central limit theorem in the last
expectation, which will be possible if the i are centered. We prove in the next lemma
that one can choose such an m that this condition is fullled.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a non-random 0 such that for any 60 we can nd
N! such that for N>N! the following non-linear system admits a unique solution
m =m(SN ) with j m − mj6:
mi = 0

g0( m) +
 mSi
N (+1)=2
+

N (+3)=2
(m  SN )

; 16i6N: (8)
Moreover; there exists a random constant K! such that
P
(
8N>N!; max
16i6N
jmi − mj6K!
p
lnN
N=2
)
= 1:
Let us now dene vector :
i = Eh
2
i = 
00(hi) + [0(hi)]2:
The next step is to prove approximation results for all the terms appearing in Eq. (6).
This is summarized in the following two lemmata:
Lemma 4.3. The following asymptotic expansions hold almost surely:
1:
8> 0; m = m + oa:s:(N−+);
2:
m  S
N (+1)=2
=
mS
N (+1)=2
+ 00(g0(m))mN 1− + oa:s:(1);
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3:
NX
i=1
(hi) =N(g0(m)) + N0(g0(m))f00(m)(m− m)
+20(g0(m))
mS
N (+1)=2
+ 0(g0(m))00(g0(m))2mN 1−
+
1
2
00(g0(m))2m2N
1− + oa:s:(1); (9)
4:
2
4
N 1−
"
1
N
  1−

m  1
N
2#2
=
2
4
N 1−[00(g0(m))]2 + oa:s:(1): (10)
We shall not prove this lemma, which can be derived from Taylor expansions. Let
us recall Eq. (3), that is m = 0[g0(m)] since m 2K(). Thus m as dened in
Lemma 4.2 appears as a small perturbation of (m; m; : : : ; m)2 [− 1; 1]N . This is the
meaning of the previous lemma. As a consequence, we obtain
IN +
NX
i=1
(hi) =N (g(m)− (m)) + 
2
4
N 1−[00(g0(m))]2 +
m2S
2N (+1)=2
+
1
2
00(g0(m))2m2N
1− + oa:s:(1):
Hence we have
E[ZVN jS] = exp

N (g(m)− (m)) + 
2
4
N 1−[00(g0(m))]2 +
m2S
2N (+1)=2
+
1
2
00(g0(m))2m2N
1− + oa:s:(1)

Eh

exp

N

g

  1
N
+ m

− g( m)
−g0( m)  1
N

+RN

1j1==N−mj6

:
Lemma 4.4. We have
lim
N!1
Eh

exp

N

g

  1
N
+ m

− g( m)− g0( m)  1
N

+RN

1j1==N−mj6

=
1p
1− g00(m)~m
:
Using now all these facts, it is rather easy to obtain the following result:
e−NE[ZN jS] = (1 + oa:s:(1))
X
m2K()
exp[ 
2
4 ~m(2m
2 + ~m)N
1− + m
2S
2N (+1)=2 ]p
1− g00(m)~m
:
We then prove that it is possible to remove the conditional expectation by proving the
following result in Section 4.4:
E[(ZN )2jS] = (1 + oa:s:(1))E[ZN jS]2: (11)
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Hence for every > 0,
PfjZN − E[ZN jS]j>E[ZN jS]jSg6
E[(ZN − E[ZN jS])2jS]
2E[ZN jS]2
−!
N!1
0 a:s:
Taking now the expectation w.r.t. S , one gets
8> 0; lim
N!1
PfjZN − E[ZN jS]j>E[ZN jS]g= 0:
Hence we have proved:
Proposition 4.5.
e−NZN = (1 + oP(1))
X
m2K()
exp[ 
2
4 ~m(2m
2 + ~m)N
1− + m
2S
2N (+1)=2 ]p
1− g00(m)~m
: (12)
Using now Lemma 4.1, it is clear that Theorem 2.2 is proved.
4.2. Preliminary calculations
4.2.1. Gaussian conditional calculations
We summarize in this section the results of some easy calculations with Gaussian
random vectors. Recall that we have dropped the superscript N as often as possible.
Let us rst describe the covariance structure of SN and some consequences of it.
8i = 1; : : : ; N; E[(SNi )2] = N − 1 and 8i 6= j; ESNi SNj = 1:
If we consider a family (S^ i; 16i6N; ) of iid N(0; 1) random variables then we have
in distribution
SN D=(
p
N − 2S^ i + )16i6N : (13)
As a consequence, there exists a random constant K! such that
P

8N>1; max
16i6N
jSNi j6K!
p
N lnN

= 1: (14)
Identity (13) also yields
P
(
lim
N!1
1
N 2
NX
i=1
(SNi )
2 = 1
)
= 1
and 8> 0; 1
N 2
NX
i=1
(SNi )
2 = 1 + oa:s:(N−1=2+): (15)
Let us now describe the conditional distribution of the Ji; j’s given SN which is
known to be Gaussian. The conditional expectation is given by
E[Ji; jjSN ] =
SNi + S
N
j
N − 2 −
SN
(N − 1)(N − 2)
and the conditional variance by
Vij;pq = E[(Ji; j − E[Ji; jjSN ])(Jp;q − E[Jp;qjSN ])jSN ]
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with
Vij; ij = 1− 2N − 1 ; Vij; ip =−
N − 3
(N − 1)(N − 2) ; Vij;pq =
2
(N − 1)(N − 2) :
4.2.2. Conditional integration of the partition function
We have
E[ZVN jS] =E exp
(

N (+1)=2
X
i<j

Si + Sj
N − 2 −
S
(N − 1)(N − 2)

ij
+ Ng

  1
N

+
2
2N+1
X
i<j;p<q
Vij;pqijpq
)
11=N 2 V :
Hence, we have to expand the covariance term, that is
VN () =
X
i<j;p<q
Vij;pqijpq:
We shall introduce a more general expression VN (; ) as a function of two ‘replicas’
 and  of the system, and expand it up to the order O(N ) using the fact that the
spins are bounded:
VN (; ) =
X
i<j;p<q
Vij;pqijpq
=
1
2
(  )2 − 1
2N
(  1)(  1)(  ) + 1
2N 2
(  1)2(  1)2 + O(N ):
4.2.3. Change of variables and upper bounds
Let us dene the random variable H^N () by
2
4N+1

(2  1)2 + 1
N 2
(  1)4 − 2
N
(2  1)(  1)2

=
2N 1−
4
"
1
N
  1−

m  1
N
2#2
+ H^N ():
Since the spins are bounded, there exists a deterministic constant C > 0 such that the
following upper bound holds:
jH^N ()j6 CN−1=2
 
j  1jp
N
+

PN
i=1(
2
i − i)p
N

!
: (16)
We shall denote by m the empirical mean of m that is m= (m  1)=N . Making use of
m and  we get
(  1)(  S) = (  1)(  S) + N m(  S) + (  1)(m  S)− N m(m  S);
S
N 2
X
i<j
ij =
S
2N 2
(  1)2 + mS
N
(  1) + m
2S
2
− S
2N 2
(2  1):
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Furthermore

N (+1)=2
X
i<j

Si + Sj
N − 2 −
S
(N − 1)(N − 2)

ij
=

N (+1)=2
 
1
N
(  1)(  S)− S
N 2
X
i<j
ij
!
+ op:s:(1):
Thus we can dene a random variable ~HN () by
~HN () =

N (+1)=2
(  1)(  S)
N
− S
2N 2+(+1)=2
(  1)2 −  mS
2N 1+(+1)=2
(  1):
This random variable satises

N (+1)=2
X
i<j

Si + Sj
N − 2 −
S
(N − 1)(N − 2)

ij
=
 m(  S)
N (+1)=2
+
(  1)(m  S)
N (+3)=2
+ ~HN () + op:s:(1)
and there exists a random constant K! such that
P
(
8N>1; j ~HN j6 K!N=2
"
  1p
N
2
+

  S
N
2#
+
jSj
N 1+=2
  1pN

)
= 1: (17)
Using now vector m one can write
Ng

  1
N

=N (g( m)− mg0( m)) + g0( m)  1
+N

g

  1
N
+ m

− g( m)− g0( m)  1
N

:
It only remains to set RN = ~HN () + H^N () and Eq. (6) is proved.
4.3. Truncation of the partition function and asymptotic expansion
4.3.1. Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof. Let us dene for (x; )2 [− 1; 1] R the following function:
N;x() =
1
N 3=2
NX
i=1
Si0

g0(x) +
xSi
N (+1)=2
+

N=2


:
One has
jN;x()− N;x(0)j6 N (+3)=2 sup2R
00()
NX
i=1
jSij  j − 0j
6
K!
p
lnN
N=2
 j − 0j:
Hence, for N>N! which depends on ! but not on x, the function N;x is a con-
traction and thus equation  = N;x() admits a unique solution N (x). The function
N is smooth. One can easily check the following bound:
8N>N!; sup
x2 [−1;1]
fjN (x)j+ j0N (x)jg6K 0!
p
lnN: (18)
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Let us now recall that g00(m) − I 00(m)< 0, that I 00(x) = 1=00[(0)−1(x)] and that
m = 0(g0(m)). As a consequence, there exists a neighborhood [m − 0; m + 0]
of m, such that 00(g0(x))g00(x)− 1< 0 if x2 [m− 0; m+ 0]. Hence the function
D(x) = x − 0(g0(x)) is strictly increasing on [m − 0; m + 0] and equals 0 at m.
Consider the function DN dened by
DN (x) = x − 1N
NX
i=1
0

g0(x) +
xSi
N (+1)=2
+

N=2
N (x)

:
Using bound (18), one can prove that for large enough N , the function DN is strictly
increasing. The function DN converges uniformly on [m − 0; m + 0] toward D,
hence limN!1DN (m+)=D(m+)> 0 and limN!1DN (m−)=D(m−)< 0.
As a consequence, for large enough N , equation DN (x) = 0 admits a unique solution
m1 2 [m−; m+]. Solving the non-linear system of the lemma is clearly equivalent
to solving DN (x)=0 with x= m and afterwards dening mi by Eq. (8). In order to obtain
the last bound, one rst notices by extracting any converging subsequence that any
limit point m1 of m(N ) satises D(m1)=0, whence we deduce m1=m. Hence m(N )
converges to m since it is a bounded sequence. Dene now vector mN = (m1; : : : mN )
through Eq. (8) with m = m(N ). Then
jm(N ) − mj
=
 1N
NX
i=1
0

g0(m(N )) +
m(N )Si
N (+1)=2
+

N (+3)=2
(mN  S)

− 0(g0(m))

6
1
N
NX
i=1
00( i;N )

g00(0i; N )jm(N ) − mj+
jm(N )Sij
N (+1)=2
+

N (+3)=2
jmN  Sj

:
As i;N , 0i; N converges to g
00(m), for large enough N we have
1
N
NX
i=1
00(i;N )g00(0i; N )< 1
and thanks to Eq. (14) the bound is clear. We shall drop again the subscript N and
set m =mN .
4.3.2. Sketch of the proof of Lemma 4.4
We rst prove that we need not consider the remainder RN . Let us choose > 0.
Eh

exp(1 + )

N

g

  1
N
+ m

−g( m)− g0( m)  1
N

1j1==N−mj6[e
RN − 1]

6

Eh

exp(1 + )

N

g

  1
N
+ m

−g( m)− g0( m)  1
N

1j1==N−mj6
1=(1+)
(Eh jexpRN − 1j(1+)=e)=(1+):
(19)
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We prove separately that the rst term is bounded and that the second one is going
to 0.
Let us rst deal with the second one. Thanks to Eqs. (16) and (17) there exists
almost surely three random sequences aN ; bN ; cN going to zero such that
(1 + )2

jRN j6aN
"
j  1jp
N
+

  1p
N
2#
+ bN

  S
N
2
+ cN

PN
i=1 (
2
i − i)p
N
 :
A very standard argument on triangular arrays of independent random variables enables
us to check that under Ph vector (  1=
p
N;   S=N; PNi=1 (2i − i)pN ) satises the
central limit theorem. Hence expRN − 1 goes to 0 in distribution thus in probability.
We now prove the uniform integrability of jexpRN − 1j(1+)=. It is clear that
jexpRN − 1j((1+)=)(1+)62(1+)2=

1 + exp
(1 + )2

RN

:
Moreover, using Holder’s inequality and dening aN = aN (1 + )
2= and bN and c

N
accordingly, we obtain
Eh exp
(1 + )2

RN 6
"
Eh exp
(
3aN
"
j  1jp
N
+

  1p
N
2#)#1=3

"
Eh exp 3b

N

  S
N
2#1=3

"
Eh exp
(
3cN

PN
i=1 (
2
i − i)p
N

)#1=3
:
We now notice that
Eh exp 3b

N

  S
N
2
= 1 +
Z 1
0
6bN te
3bN t
2
Ph
  SN
>t

dt:
Using Azuma’s inequality (see for example Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, Lemma 1.5),
we obtain
Ph
  1pN
>t

62 exp(−t2=8);
Ph
  SN
>t

62 exp
 
− t
2
2
N 2
PN
i=1 S
2
i
!
;
Ph
(
PN
i=1 (
2
i − i)
N
>t
)
62 exp(−t2=32):
Since for large enough N (depending on !) we have
PN
i=1 S
2
i6N
2 we deduce that for
large enough N we have
Ph
  SN
>t

62 exp

− t
2
4

:
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For large enough N (also depending on !) we have bN61=24, hence
Eh exp 3b

N

  S
N
2
61 + 6bN
Z 1
0
et
2=8e−t
2=4 dt:
Hence,
sup
N
Eh exp 3b

N

  S
N
2
< +1:
It is clearly possible to obtain the same result for
Eh exp
(
3aN
"
j  1jp
N
+

  1p
N
2#)
and Eh exp
(
3cN

PN
i=1 (
2
i − i)p
N

)
:
As a consequence,
sup
N
Eh exp
(1 + )2

RN < +1:
Hence, jexpRN − 1j(1+)= is uniformly integrable and thus its expectation goes to 0.
In order to deal with the rst term in 19, one proves on the one hand a central
limit theorem and on the other hand uniform integrability, by using Cramer{Chernov
upper bounds instead of Azuma’s inequality. The same method then allows us to use
the central limit theorem in the calculation of the limit in Lemma 4.4.
4.4. Expansion of ZN
Let us denote by Zm;N the truncated partition function associated with [m− ; m+ ]
for m2K(). In this section, we are interested in proving Eq. (11) that is the asymp-
totic behavior of E[Zm;N Z
m0 ;
N jS].
The conditional integration leads to a very similar expression with two ‘replicas’ 
and  of the system, the only dierence being a coupling term that will be proved to
have no eect. It may be written
HN (; ) =
2
N+1
X
i<j;p<q
Vij;pqijpq
=
2
N+1

1
2
(  )2 − 1
N
(  1) (  1) (  ) + 1
2N 2
(  1)2(  1)2

+op:s:(1):
Let us introduce the localizations m and  for , m0 and 0 for . We set i=i−mi et
0i = i −mi. We then make the exponential changes of probability associated with the
‘eective’ elds h and h0. Under Ph ⊗ Ph , random vectors  and 0 are independent.
One then checks that
2
N+1

1
2
(  )2 − 1
N
(  1) (  1) (  ) + 1
2N 2
(  1)2(  1)2

=
2N 1−
2

1
N
m m0 −

m  1
N

m0  1
N
2
+ RN
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with a remainder RN that can be bounded as follows:
jRN j6 K!N−1=2
 m0pN
+
0 mpN
+
  0pN
+
  1pN
+
0  1pN


:
The empirical covariance term may be estimated:
2
N+1
N 2
2
"
1
N
NX
i=1
 
mi − 1N
NX
i=1
mi
! 
m0i −
1
N
NX
i=1
m0i
!#2
6K 00!N
1−3+ = oa:s:(1):
With very similar arguments to what has been used in the previous section, that is,
central limit theorem and uniform integrability, one gets
E[Zm;N Z
m0 ; 
N jS] = E[Zm;N jS]E[Zm
0 ;
N jS] (1 + oa:s:(1)):
As a consequence of this result, we get Eq. (11).
4.5. Expansion of ZN
We end this section by proving that we have actually made an asymptotic expansion
of ZN . Clearly,
lim
N!1
1
N
ln[EZN − EZN ]6supfg(x)− I(x): 8m2K(); jx − mj>g= c <:
Let us x p> 1 and dene q= p=(p− 1). Holder inequality yields
ZN − ZN 6

E exppNg

  1
N

1j1=N−mj>;m2K()
1=p

 
E exp
q
N (+1)=2
X
i<j
Ji; jij
!1=q
:
By Markov’s inequality:
P
 
E exp
q
N (+1)=2
X
i<j
Ji; jij>exp
2q2
2
N 1−
!
6exp

−
2q2
2
N 1−

E exp
 
2q2
4N+1
X
i<j
2i 
2
j
!
6exp

−
2q2
4
N 1−

exp

2q2
4
N 1−

=exp− 
2q2
4
N 1−:
Borel{Cantelli’s lemma shows that there exists 
q with full probability such that
8!2
q;9N (!): 8n>N (!);
E exp
q
N (+1)=2
X
i<j
Ji; jij < exp
2q2
2
N 1−:
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Thus on 
q we have
lim
N!1
1
N
ln[ZN − ZN ]6
1
p
supfpg(x)− I(x): 8m2K(); jx − mj>g:
By considering
T
q2Q; q>1 
q, the previous relation holds almost surely for any p2Q
such that p> 1. As g is bounded,
1
p
supfpg(x)− I(x): 8m2K(); jx − mj>g6p− 1
p
jjgjj1 + c:
Letting now p go to 1, one obtains
lim
N!1
1
N
ln[ZN − ZN ]6c Pa:s:
Eq. (12) gives for any > 0
P

ZN − ZN
ZN
> 

= P

1
N
ln ZN <−
1
N
ln +
1
N
ln(ZN − ZN )

6P

1
N
ln ZN <−
1
N
ln + c + (− c)=2

+P

1
N
ln(ZN − ZN )>c + (− c)=2

−!
N!1
0:
Hence Lemma 4.1 is proved.
5. Convergence of the Gibbs measure
In order to obtain a more precise result, we are going to study a conditioned Gibbs
measure. Let us rst choose a > 0 such that the intervals [m − ; m + ], with
m2K(), are disjoint. Consider now m2K() and dene as usual the truncated
partition function ZN = E expH
f;
N; ()1[m−; m+] and the associated Gibbs measure
that is in fact Gf;N; given   1=N 2 [m− ; m+ ] and that we shall denote by  N .
5.1. A concentration lemma
We begin by stating a lemma in which we prove that 1=N ln ZN is self-averaging:
Lemma 5.1. For any u> 0; we have
lim
N!1
1
N
lnP
 1N ln ZN − 1N ln EZN
>u

=−1:
Proof. We may consider that the Ji; j are the values at t = 1 of independent standard
Brownian motions Ji; j(t). Replacing Ji; j by Ji; j(t) in ZN we obtain a smooth function
of the standard Brownian motions Ji; j(t). The Hausmann{Clark{Ocone formula (see
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for example Nualart, 1995, Proposition 1:3:5:) gives
1
N
ln ZN −
1
N
E ln ZN
=
1
N
Z 1
0
X
16i<j6N

N (+1)=2
EFs

GN

ij
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

d Ji; j(s):
Consider the following family of continuous martingales:
Mi;j(t) =
1
N
Z t
0

N (+1)=2
EFs

GN

ij
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

d Ji; j(s):
The bracket is dened by
hMi;jit = 1N 2
Z t
0
2
N+1
 
EFs

GN

ij
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]
2
ds
and since jGN (ijj  1=N 2 [m− ; m+ ])j61, we obtain the upper bound:
hMi;jit62t=N+3:
Moreover it is well known that for any , the process dened by
exp
8<
:
X
16i<j6N
Mi;j(t)−  2
X
16i<j6N
hMi;jit =2
9=
;
is a continuous martingale with mean 1. Hence, for any u; > 0 we have
P

1
N
ln ZN −
1
N
E ln ZN>u

6e−uE exp 
X
16i<j6N
Mi;j(t)
=e−uE exp
8<
:
2
4 X
16i<j6N
Mi;j(t)− 
2
2
X
16i<j6N
hMi;jit
3
5
+
 2
2
X
16i<j6N
hMi;jit6e−u+ 22=4N+1
9=
; :
Choosing = 2N+1u=2, we obtain
P

1
N
ln ZN −
1
N
E ln ZN>u

6exp

−N
+1u2
2

:
The same result could have been obtained for Pf(1=N )ln ZN−(1=N )E ln ZN6−ug with
a negative . Hence the result of the lemma holds with E ln ZN instead of ln EZN as
claimed in the statement. However the upper bound that has just been obtained proves
that almost surely the dierence goes to zero. Since we have already proved that in
probability ln[ZN =EZN ] = o(N ), it is clear that
lim
N!1

1
N
ln EZN −
1
N
E ln ZN

= 0:
Hence we may replace E ln ZN by ln EZN for large enough N and the result is proved.
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5.2. Proof of Proposition 2.3
Denote by LN the empirical measure of (; ), that is LN = (1=N )
PN
i=1 i;i . Dene
q1(; ) =  and q2(; ) = . For any Borel subset B of P([− 1; 1]2), we have
E N ⊗  N (LN 2B)
=E
(
E;eHN ()+HN ()11=N 2 [m:−;m+]11=N 2 [m−;m+]1LN 2 B
[EEeHN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
 [EEe
HN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
[EeHN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
)
6P
(
[EEeHN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
[EeHN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
> eN
)
+eNE
(
E;eHN ()+HN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]11=N 2 [m−;m+]1LN 2 B
[EEeHN ()11=N 2 [m−;m+]]2
)
:
Hence, using the previous lemma, we get
lim
N!1
1
N
ln E N ⊗  N (LN 2B)6+ supfg(h; q1i) + g(h; q2i)
−H (j⊗2):h; q1i 2 [m− ; m+ ]; h; q2i 2 [m− ; m+ ]; 2 Bg − 2:
It is now possible to let  go to 0. The function  7! g(h; q1i)+ g(h; q2i)−H (j⊗2)
admits a unique maximum on f: h; q1i 2 [m − ; m + ]; h; q2i 2 [m − ; m + ]g
at ~m ⊗ ~m. Standard large deviations arguments then lead to the convergence of
LN to ~m ⊗ ~m. Since probability measure E N ⊗  N is exchangeable, using Sznit-
man’s (1991) results one obtains the propagation of chaos, which means that for any
k>1; ((1; 1); : : : ; (k ; k)) converges in distribution to ( ~m⊗ ~m)⊗k . In particular, for
any continuous functions  and  on [− 1; 1]k we have
lim
N!1
E

GN

(1; : : : ; k)
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]



GN

 (1; : : : k)
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

= h ~⊗km ; ih ~⊗km ;  i:
By taking a function  equal to one, one gets
lim
N!1
EGN

(1; : : : ; k)
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

= h ~⊗km ; i:
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2.4
5.3.1. Case K+() =K−()
We rst assume that K+() =K−(). Expression (12) shows that if m 62K+()
then it is clear that GN (  1=N 2 [m− ; m+ ]) goes to zero, whereas if m2K+()
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then GN (  1=N 2 [m − ; m + ]) goes to dm, all the convergences are meant in the
probability sense. Hence
lim
N!1
GN ((1; : : : ; k))
= lim
N!1
2
4 X
m2K()
GN

(1; : : : ; k)
  1N 2 [m− ; m+ ]

GN

  1
N
2 [m− ; m+ ]
35= X
m2K+()
dmh ~⊗km ; i: (20)
From denition (1) of the metric on P([ − 1; 1]N), we deduce that for any > 0
one has
lim
N!1
P
8<
:d
0
@GN ; X
m2K+()
dm ~
⊗k
m
1
A>
9=
;= 0:
This proves the rst part of Theorem 2.4.
5.3.2. Case K+() 6=K−()
When K+() 6= K−(), the Gibbs measure is not converging in the usual sense
but some Cesaro’s sense. This is what has been called by Newman ‘metastates’. We
rst notice that we only have to take care of m2K+() [K−().
Our proof relies on Kulske’s ideas [9]. For 2 (0; 1), set
HN = f!: jSN j>N 1−g and H=
(
!: lim
N!1
1
N
NX
n=1
1!2Hcn = 0
)
:
It is proved by Kulske (1996) that P(H)=1. Let us now introduce the relative weights
pmN , for m2K+() [K−(), dened by
pmN
=
exp
h
m2S
2N (+1)=2
i
=
p
1− g00(m)~m
exp
h
(m+)2S
2N (+1)=2
iP
q2K+()
1p
1−g00(q)~q
+ exp
h
(m−)2S
2N (+1)=2
iP
q2K−()
1p
1−g00(q)~q
:
It is clear that in probability, ZN =ZN − pmN goes to zero. If SN is large, then pmN may
be approximated by d+m1SN>0 of m2K+() and by d−m 1SN<0 if m2K−(). More
precisely, let us x > 0. For N>N, independent of !, we have for m2K+():
jpmn − d+m1Sn>0j61!2Hn + 2.1!2Hcn6+ 2.1!2Hcn :
Hence 1N
NX
n=1
pmn − d+m
1
N
NX
n=1
1Sn>0
6+ 2N
NX
n=1
1!2Hcn :
Set N = (1=N )
PN
n=1 1Sn>0. Then, since P(H) = 1, we have
P
(
lim
N!1
 
1
N
NX
n=1
pmn − d+mN
!
= 0
)
= 1:
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We deduce from this expression that in probability
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
n=1
Gn

  1
N
2 [m− ; m+ ]

− d+mN = 0:
Something similar could be proved for m2K−(). Thus, for any k>1 and any con-
tinuous function  on [− 1; 1]k we have in probability
lim
N!1
2
4 1
N
NX
n=1
Gn((1; : : : ; k))
−N
X
m2K+()
d+mh ~⊗km ; i − (1− N )
X
m2K−()
d−m h ~⊗km ; i
3
5= 0:
One just has to notice that N converges in distribution to
R 1
0 1Bt2 >0 dt.
It is possible to get a better result. Namely, consider r>1. Consider r independent
copies of , namely X = ((1); : : : ; (r)) and Y an independent copy of X . Dene the
empirical measure L(r)N by
L(r)N =
1
N
NX
i=1
Xi;Yi :
Consider now the probability measure
 i;N = G
f;
N;


  1N 2 [mi − ; mi + ]

:
As previously when r=1 one can check that under E⊗rl=1  l; N ⊗rl=1  l;N , the empirical
measure L(r)N converges ⊗rl=1 ~ml⊗rl=1 ~ml . Since the probability measure E⊗rl=1 l; N ⊗rl=1
 l; N is exchangeable, one deduces again the propagation of chaos, which means that
for any k>1; ((X1; Y1); : : : ; (Xk; Yk)) converges in distribution to (⊗rl=1 ~ml ⊗rl=1 ~ml)⊗k .
In particular, for any continuous functions 1; : : : ; r;  1; : : : ;  r on [− 1; 1]k we have
lim
N!1
E
"
rY
l=1
GN

l(
(l)
1 ; : : : ; 
(l)
k )
(l)  1N 2 [ml − ; ml + ]

rY
l=1
GN

l(
(l)
1 ; : : : ; 
(l)
k )
(l)  1N 2 [ml − ; ml + ]
#
=
rY
i=1
h ~⊗kml ; li
rY
i=1
h ~⊗kml ;  li:
As a consequence, we get the following convergence in L2:
lim
N!1
rY
l=1
GN

l(
(l)
1 ; : : : ; 
(l)
k )
(l)  1N 2 [ml − ; ml + ]

=
rY
i=1
h ~⊗kml ; li:
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It is easy to check that for any m1; : : : ; mr one has
P
(
lim
N!1
 
1
N
NX
n=1
pm1N   pmrN
−
rY
i=1
(d+mi1Sn>01mi 2K+() + d
−
mi1Sn601mi 2K−())
!
= 0
)
= 1:
One can rewrite the last product as follows:
1Sn>01m1 ;:::; mr 2K+()
rY
i=1
d+mi + 1Sn601m1 ;:::; mr 2K−()
rY
i=1
d−mi :
It is then clear that in probability
lim
N!1
8<
: 1N
NX
n=1
rY
i=1
Gn(i(1; : : : ; k))− N
rY
i=1
0
@ X
m2K+()
d+mh ~⊗km ; ii
1
A
−(1− N )
rY
i=1
0
@ X
m2K−()
d−m h ~⊗km ; ii
1
A
9=
;= 0:
Hence, in distribution,
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
n=1
rY
i=1
Gn(i(1; : : : ; k))
=
rY
i=1
0
@ X
m2K+()
d+mh ~⊗km ; ii
1
A+ (1− ) rY
i=1
0
@ X
m2K−()
d−m h ~⊗km ; ii
1
A :
This can be generalized to any continuous function F on P as follows:
lim
N!1
1
N
NX
n=1
F(Gn)
D= 
0
@ X
m2K+()
d+mF( ~
⊗1)
1
A+ (1− )
0
@ X
m2K−()
d−m F( ~
⊗1)
1
A :
This proves the second part of Theorem 2.4.
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